Measuring Branch Support in Species Trees Obtained by Gene Tree Parsimony
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Abstract.—Several methods have recently been developed that allow the reconstruction of species trees from gene trees, an important achievement in our ongoing quest to obtain reliable species phylogenies. However, considerably less attention has been given to evaluating the accuracy of species trees’ estimates. Four methods for measuring branch support of species trees are tested in this study in a gene tree parsimony framework: 1) bootstrap lineages (BL) (sequences) within species, 2) bootstrap characters (BC) within genes (i.e., the standard nonparametric bootstrap), 3) bootstrap lineages and characters (BLC), and 4) posterior probability gene tree sampling (PPGTS) (where, for each resampled data set, gene trees are sampled according to their posterior probability). For each method, n species trees are reconstructed from n resampled data sets and the branch support consists in the percentage of the n species trees in which a branch is recovered. The 4 methods were tested for several species trees and for different sampling efforts (i.e., number of genes and individuals sampled) using coalescent simulations. PPGTS performed best overall with lowest Type I and II error rates, followed by BLC. The BL and BC methods had higher error rates. This suggests that in order to properly measure branch support in a species tree context, it is important to account for the uncertainty involved in reconstructing gene trees from DNA sequences as well as that involved in reconstructing the species tree from individual gene trees. With the parameters used in the simulations, sampling more individuals per species resulted in similar improvements in support values as when sampling more genes. Moreover, sampling more individuals per species appeared to be important for escaping the anomaly zone present when only 1 sequence was sampled. We also apply the 4 methods to obtain branch supports for the species phylogeny of diploid wild roses (Rosa) in North America. [Branch support; coalescent theory; gene trees; gene tree parsimony; incomplete lineage sorting; nonparametric bootstrap; species trees.]

Reconstructing the evolution of species from genes represents a great challenge, considering that species and genes may have incongruent evolutionary histories (Pamilo and Nei 1988; Takahata 1989; Wu 1991; Doyle 1992; Hudson 1992; Maddison 1997; Nichols 2001; Rosenberg 2002). Simply interpreting gene trees as an estimate of species phylogenies—a common practice—can indeed be misleading. In some situations, the most likely gene tree can even be one that is incongruent with the species tree (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006). Although these problems seem difficult to overcome, important improvements have been made recently toward obtaining reliable species phylogenies. Several methods from diverse philosophical backgrounds (parsimony, likelihood, and Bayesian) have been described for estimating the species trees from 1 or more incongruent gene trees (Maddison 1997; Page and Charleston 1997; Jennings and Edwards 2005; Maddison and Knowles 2006; Carstens and Knowles 2007; Liu and Pearl 2007). Although these recent developments are promising, there has been considerably less attention given to evaluating the accuracy of these species trees. Although full Bayesian approaches (e.g., Liu and Pearl 2007) address the uncertainty of the species tree inference, species trees obtained from parsimony and likelihood criteria are rarely tested (but see Buckley et al. 2006, for an exception).

The species tree methods mentioned above are philosophically and methodologically different from gene tree analyses. Whereas gene tree analyses can be thought of as a 1-level approach where the phylogeny is estimated from DNA sequences, species tree analyses can be viewed as a 2-level approach: gene trees are first estimated from DNA sequences, and these gene trees are then used to reconstruct the species phylogeny. Common methods for estimating branch support on gene trees, such as the nonparametric bootstrap, strictly address the uncertainty involved with the first level of analysis, which evaluates how the sequence data support the gene tree. They do not account for the uncertainty involved with the second level of analysis—finding the best species tree for a given set of gene trees. Consequently, methods for measuring branch support on gene trees and their standard interpretations may not be appropriate for species trees and new methods may be required.

The uncertainty involved in estimating species trees from gene trees can be significant. One source of uncertainty occurs when a limited number of genes are sampled for reconstructing the species tree. The consequence of this uncertainty on species trees’ estimates can be assessed by, for instance, gene tree bootstrapping (Burleigh et al. 2006). Yet another source of uncertainty is introduced when sampling individuals within species (Maddison and Knowles 2006). Indeed, the actual sampling of individuals can affect the outcome of a species tree search if a species has individuals that are most closely related to individuals from different species. The impact of such sampling errors—number of genes and lineages sampled—is expected to be more severe when the time between speciation events (t) is short relative to the number of gene copies in the species (i.e., t < 2Ne for diploid organisms; Rosenberg and Nordborg 2002). Because adaptive radiations may be frequent in nature (Seehausen 2004), such circumstances could be
common. In those instances, it might be important to account for these uncertainties when evaluating branch support in species tree analyses.

In this study, we compare the performance of 4 methods, 2 of which are described for the first time, for measuring branch support for species trees obtained by gene tree parsimony. The idea of gene tree parsimony is to select a species phylogeny that minimizes the incongruence between the gene trees and the species tree (Slowinski et al. 1997). Here, we use the approach of Maddison (1997), which is to minimize the number of deep coalescences (i.e., occurrences of incomplete lineage sorting). The gene tree parsimony approach has several advantages for testing branch support methods. First, it is implemented in computer programs such as Mesquite (Maddison and Maddison 2006) and GeneTree (Page 2001). Second, it does not restrict the number of individuals per species to be included. Finally, Maddison and Knowles (2006) have shown that it can recover accurate phylogenies despite widespread incomplete lineage sorting. The different support methods were tested using coalescent simulations on different species trees that represent different degrees of difficulty in recovering the true species tree. The 4 methods were also applied to an empirical data set to assess the robustness of phylogenetic relationships among diploid species of roses (Rosa L.) in North America.

**Methods**

**Four Methods for Measuring Branch Support**

All 4 methods follow the same idea, which is that n species trees are reconstructed from n resampled data sets. For all methods, the branch support for a specific branch corresponds to the percentage of times that this branch occurs among the n species trees. The differences among methods depend on how data sets are resampled.

**Bootstrap lineages.**—Sampling different gene copies (i.e., lineages) per species can potentially affect the result of a species tree search. One way to assess the robustness of a phylogeny with respect to the actual sample of lineages is to bootstrap (resample with replacement) lineages (BL) within species. For each gene (data set), resampled data sets are obtained by BL within species to obtain the same number of lineages per species as in the original data set.

**Bootstrap characters.**—One legitimate question is whether the standard nonparametric bootstrap provides reliable branch supports for species trees, even though this procedure only assesses the uncertainty involved in reconstructing gene trees. In fact, different resampled matrices could result in different gene trees that may support different groups of species. With this approach, resampled data sets are obtained by bootstrapping characters (BC) within each gene until data sets of the same size as the original are obtained.

**Bootstrap lineages and characters.**—This approach is a combination of the 2 previous ones. Characters are bootstrapped within genes to assess how gene tree reconstruction is affected by the DNA sequences at hand and lineages are bootstrapped within species to evaluate how lineage sampling per species affects the species phylogeny. This approach therefore investigates uncertainty at both levels of analysis involved in reconstructing species trees.

**Posterior probability gene tree sampling.**—With this approach, the species tree for each replicate is reconstructed by using, for each gene, 1 gene tree that is sampled according to its posterior probability. The posterior distribution of gene trees for each data set (gene) is determined a priori by a Bayesian phylogenetic analysis. For example, if a given gene tree has a posterior probability of 0.2, then it has a 20% chance to be sampled for a given replicate. This method only accounts for the uncertainty in reconstructing gene trees from DNA sequences. It was first proposed by Buckley et al. (2006), but its performance has never been assessed using simulations.

**Simulations**

Simulations were performed on rooted species trees of 4 taxa representing scenarios that vary with respect to the difficulty of recovering the true tree (Figs 1–4). The depth of species trees was always 100,000 generations, and the population sizes were maintained at 100,000 haploid individuals throughout the tree. At the easy end of the spectrum was a symmetric species tree with external:internal branch length ratio of 1:9. The second and third species trees were also symmetric, but this time with an external:internal branch lengths of 1:1 and 9:1, respectively. The fourth situation, referred to as the “misleading” topology, consisted of an asymmetric species tree with short internal branches of 5000 generations (or 0.05 coalescent unit, where a coalescent unit = number of generations/number of gene copies in the population), which places the species tree into the anomaly zone (sensu Degnan and Rosenberg 2006) when a single sequence is sampled per species. In the anomaly zone, the most likely gene tree is incongruent with the species tree. Indeed, it can be shown (equations 1–3, Degnan and Rosenberg 2006) that with the asymmetric species tree (A,(B,(C,D))) used in the simulations, gene trees with topology ((a,b),(c,d)), ((a,c),(b,d)), and ((a,d),(b,c)) are all more likely than a gene tree with topology (a,(b,(c,d))). Finally, the last situation consisted of a star topology and was used for investigating support values obtained for branches that do not exist (i.e., false branches). Because no true relationships exist in the star phylogeny, support values obtained for a branch necessarily support a false relationship.

Simulations were performed with 4 different sampling schemes that represent a subset of those used by Maddison and Knowles (2006): 3 genes and 1 individual sampled per species, 3 genes and 3 individuals
FIGURE 1. Support values obtained by BL (individuals) within species. Values are given for 5 different species trees and for 4 different sampling strategies: 3 genes and 1 individual sampled per species, 3 genes and 3 individuals, 3 genes and 9 individuals, and 9 genes and 3 individuals. For the simulations with only 1 sequence sampled per species, it is not possible to report support values per se because the bootstrapped data sets will always be identical to the original. In these situations, the number of times true and false species tree topologies were recovered is presented instead. The sum of these need not be equal to 100 because unresolved species trees are possible.

per species, 3 genes and 9 individuals per species, and 9 genes and 3 individuals per species. The theory of coalescence (Kingman 1982a, 1982b) was used to simulate gene trees according to these species trees using the neutral coalescent package (Maddison 2005) of Mesquite (Maddison and Maddison 2006). One hundred gene trees were simulated for each sampling scheme and for each species tree.

DNA sequences were simulated on the gene trees using the Genesis package of Mesquite. Sequences of 1000 characters were simulated for all individuals for each locus using an HKY85 + Γ substitution model with a transition/transversion ratio of 3; α = 0.8 for the gamma distribution of rates across sites; equilibrium nucleotide state frequencies of 0.3 A, 0.2 C, 0.2 G, and 0.3 T; and a mutation rate of $3 \times 10^{-8}$. The same seeds for the random number generators were used for the different methods in simulations. These simulation settings are very similar to those used by Maddison and Knowles (2006) in their evaluation of the gene tree parsimony approach. Their settings were replicated here because they result in gene trees with a reasonable amount of incomplete lineage sorting and variability (see Results). Branch supports for each set of simulated gene trees were measured from 200 resampled matrices.

Phylogenetic Analyses

Gene tree analyses.—For the resampling methods BL, BC, and bootstrap lineages and characters (BLC), maximum parsimony was used to reconstruct the gene trees used for the gene tree parsimony search. Heuristic searches were performed in PAUP* (Swofford 2002) and
Species tree analyses.—The species tree analyses were all performed with Mesquite, minimizing the number of deep coalescences over all loci. Deep coalescences were calculated by autoresolving polytomies in gene trees and by assuming that the gene trees were unrooted, which means that for each gene tree, the deep coalescence cost was the smallest count for any rooting of that gene tree within the proposed species tree. The search used an “as is” taxon addition sequence, sub-tree pruning and regrafting branch swapping, and saved all most-parsimonious trees. For the methods BL, BC, and BLC, strict consensus trees of all most-parsimonious trees were used for each gene in the species tree search (Maddison and Knowles 2006). For PPGTS, a fully bifurcating gene tree, sampled according to its posterior probability, was used for each gene.

To assess whether the decision of using parsimony as an optimization criteria and of using consensus trees for the species tree searches could have influenced the results obtained for the methods BL, BC, and BLC, some simulation scenarios were reanalyzed using 2 other settings. In the first, only one of the most parsimonious trees was randomly chosen per gene for the species tree searches instead of a consensus of all most parsimonious
FIGURE 3. Support values obtained by BC within genes and lineages (individuals) within species. Values are given for 5 different species trees and for 4 different sampling strategies: 3 genes and 1 individual sampled per species, 3 genes and 3 individuals, 3 genes and 9 individuals, and 9 genes and 3 individuals. Note that when there is only 1 sequence per species, it is meaningless to BL, and in such instances, the results are identical to those obtained when characters alone are bootstrapped (Fig. 2).

Comparing the Resampling Methods

For each resampling method, we represented the distribution of support values for the 100 simulated data sets for branches present (the true branches) or not (the false branches) in the species tree used for simulating the sequences. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between the original support values and the ones obtained with the new settings for all 100 replicated data sets for the 5 scenarios with 3 genes and 3 individuals for BLC.

Diploid Roses in North America

The wild diploid roses of section Cinnamomeae in North America represent a good group to further compare the 4 methods. Several individuals from the 6 species of this section have been sequenced for 3 single-copy nuclear genes (GAPDH, TPI, and MS; Joly and Bruneau...
The use of species tree approaches is legitimate in this group, as species boundaries have been critically assessed for most species (Bruneau et al. 2005; Joly and Bruneau 2007). Two species of section *Synstylae*, also found in North America, were used as outgroup taxa. The data set used here is the same as that used by Joly and Bruneau (2006), except for the addition of 1 individual of *Rosa foliolosa*, 2 of *Rosa gymnocarpa*, 2 of *Rosa pisocarpa*, and 2 of *Rosa woodsii*. Sequences from these newly sampled individuals were obtained as previously described (Joly and Bruneau 2006; Joly et al. 2006) (GenBank accessions EU315075–EU315109).

For all analyses, *R. woodsii* was treated as a synonym of *Rosa blanda* (Joly and Bruneau 2007). Information on the individuals sampled is given in Supplementary Appendix 1 (http://www.sysbio.oxfordjournals.org/).

Gene sequences of homozygous individuals were duplicated in the data sets because these sequences are effectively present in 2 copies in these individuals and because gene copies present in individuals are considered to be a random sample of the allele pool of the previous generation. Parsimony gene tree analyses were performed in PAUP* using a heuristic search with TBR branch swapping and 10 random addition sequence replicates, saving a maximum of 1000 trees for each replicate. Indels were included in the analysis by recording them as binary characters using the simple coding method (Simmons and Ochoterena 2000) implemented in GapCoder (Young and Healy 2003). The strict consensus trees of all most-parsimonious trees obtained for each gene were used in a gene tree parsimony search in Mesquite. Five independent searches were performed, each time adding species randomly to increase the chance of obtaining the global optima.

Branch supports were calculated for the different methods as described in the simulations. These calculations were performed with the help of the program Bottine (available from http://www.allanwilsoncentre.ac.nz/researchResources.htm), which generates Mesquite and PAUP* scripts that automate
the different steps for obtaining support values for the 4 resampling methods. Bayesian analyses of gene trees were performed in MrBayes (Version 3.1.2; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) using GTR + \( \Gamma_4 + I \). A complex model was preferred to minimize the influence of the model on posterior distribution of gene trees (Lemmon and Moriarty 2004). Indels were not included in the Bayesian analyses because treating the recoded gap characters as restriction site characters in the analyses led to acceptance ratio and convergence problems. Two independent runs of 1 × 10^7 generations were performed with samples taken every 250 generations. The program Tracer was used to confirm appropriate mixing and convergence of the chains as well as the recovery of reasonable estimated sample sizes for all parameters. The first 200,000 generations were discarded as burn-in and the remaining samples from the 2 independent runs were combined prior to the resampling procedure.

**RESULTS**

Because species trees obtained by gene tree parsimony are rooted, support values can be evaluated from either rooted or unrooted trees. Because gene tree parsimony does not always position the root accurately with a deep coalescence criterion (Maddison and Knowles 2006), all results presented here are based on support values calculated on unrooted trees. This does not alter the conclusions reached here as support values from rooted trees showed the same trends as those from unrooted trees, although rooted trees resulted in lower average support for true branches and greater variance among replicates (data not shown).

**Simulated Gene Trees**

The simulation settings used here resulted in moderate amounts of incongruence among gene trees as evaluated by the deep coalescence score of the most parsimonious species trees reconstructed from the simulated data sets (Supplementary Table 1). In general, shorter terminal branches of the species tree and larger numbers of individuals sampled per species resulted in greater gene tree incongruence (Supplementary Table S1). The character matrices were moderately variable, containing from 1.7% to 5.8% variable characters on average (Supplementary Table 2). As expected, sampling more individuals per species resulted in greater variability. These levels of variability are similar to those observed in empirical data sets. With the variability obtained in simulated data sets, it is impossible to obtain strong bootstrap support for most of the branches in the gene trees. This is also evident when looking at the number of trees contained, on average, in 50%, 95%, and 100% credible sets in Bayesian analyses of the simulated data sets (Supplementary Table 3).

**Comparison of Methods for Measuring Branch Support**

**Distribution of support values.**—As expected, average support values for true branches decreased for all methods when going from the symmetric species tree with long internal branches to the star phylogeny for a given sampling scheme (Figs 1–4). The median support values obtained were similar across methods, but the distribution of support values differed. PPGTS had the narrowest distributions of support values overall, whereas the distribution of support values was similar among the other methods. This implies that PPGTS often showed a clear distinction between support values obtained for true and false branches (Fig. 4). A clear distinction between values obtained for true and false branches was not always evident for BL, BC, and BLC, especially in situations where the species trees had short internal edges. All methods also performed better with increasing sampling of either individuals or genes, and both strategies resulted in similar improvements. The importance of increasing the sampling effort was particularly evident for the “misleading” species tree topology. Indeed, whereas false branches received higher average support values than true branches when a single sequence was sampled per species, average support values for true branches were greater than those for false branches when at least 3 sequences were sampled (Figs 1–4), a trend observed with all methods. Overall, apart from the “misleading” topology scenario with 1 sequence sampled per species and apart from the star species topologies where there were no true branches, the average support for true branches was always greater than that for false branches.

The results suggest that the methods fall into 2 distinct groups (PPGTS vs. BL, BC, and BLC) that differ by several aspects. PPGTS resamples gene trees from a posterior distribution, uses a likelihood criterion for gene tree reconstruction and dichotomous gene trees in the species search. In contrast, BL, BC, and BLC resample lineages or characters before reconstructing the gene trees and use a parsimony criterion for gene tree reconstruction and consensus gene trees in the species search. To investigate whether using a parsimony criterion affected the results obtained with BL, BC, and BLC, 5 simulation schemes were also analyzed using a likelihood criterion. The branch support obtained from these new simulations was identical to the original ones (\( r = 1 \), data not shown). Similarly, the use of a single most-parsimonious tree rather than a consensus for each gene in the species tree search did not alter the results for the same 5 simulation schemes (\( r = 1 \), data not shown). This probably reflects the fact that very little homoplasy was present in the simulated data sets, a consequence of the simulation settings. Yet, these low levels of homoplasy are not unrealistic because the low levels of variation generally found in sequences from closely related species are unlikely to harbor much convergent and parallel evolution.

**Type I and II error rates.**—Type I error represents the probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis (of no relationship), or in the present case, of considering that a nonexisting branch is true. For each method, we
calculated the cutoff support values below which the Type I error rate would be greater than 5%. These were calculated on the star species phylogeny (Table 1), which is expected to be the most challenging scenario as there are no true relationships. The cutoff values for the PPGTS were lower than those for the other methods (Table 1). Indeed, in no simulations did PPGTS give support > 71% for false branches (Fig. 4). BLC had the second lowest Type I errors on average, followed by BL and BC (Table 1).

By itself, Type I error is not sufficient for comparing the different methods because a method with a high Type I error might nevertheless have a lower Type II error (e.g., the probability of accepting the null hypothesis of no relationship when it is false). The Type II error of each method was thus calculated for a Type I error of 5% as calculated on the star species phylogeny to assess the power (i.e., 1 minus the Type II error) of each method for a given Type I error (Table 2). Although PPGTS had high Type II error rates under the misleading topology, it performed much better than the other methods under the symmetric tree topology with short branches (Table 2). Of the remaining methods, BLC had the lowest Type II error overall, followed by BL and then BC. Clearly, the high Type II error of BL and BC is a consequence of their high cutoff values required to have a Type I error of 5% (Table 1).

**Accuracy.**—Accuracy followed similar trends for the different methods (Fig. 5), apart from PPGTS, which generally showed a sigmoid curve shape with an overestimation of accuracy for low support values and an underestimation of accuracy for support values above approximately 40%. For the other methods, support values generally gave a reasonable estimate of phylogenetic accuracy, with perhaps a small underestimation of accuracy overall. Yet, the small sample sizes available do not allow us to reach strong conclusions. Although this trend must be generalized and confirmed with additional simulations that cover a wider portion of the parameter space, it does suggest that branch support of species trees does not systematically underestimate phylogenetic accuracy, as previously suggested for gene trees (Hillis and Bull 1993). Yet, because the correspondence between support values and accuracy is not linear and appears to vary for different simulation settings (Fig. 5), one should be cautious when interpreting support values as a measure of accuracy.

**Phylogeny of Diploid North American Roses**

The number of individuals included per species for the North American roses’ data set is reported in Table 3. The number of lineages sampled per species equals twice the number of individuals, because all species are diploids. More detailed information regarding the data, such as homozygous and heterozygous individuals for each gene, is given in Supplementary Appendix 1. Two most-parsimonious trees were obtained with a deep coalescence score of 53 and another topology had a score of 54 (Fig. 6). All other species tree topologies had scores ≥ 57. The 3 best trees showed that species of section Cinnamomeae in North America are resolved as monophyletic relative to species of section Synstylae, a relationship strongly supported (100%) by all methods. Another consistent pattern among these trees is the sister relationship of *Rosa nitida* and *Rosa palustris* that received considerable support (Fig. 6). Finally, the 3 best species trees suggested that *R. gymnocarpa* is sister to all remaining North American diploid species. The remaining clades received very little support and suggest that the present data do not provide enough information to resolve the phylogenetic position of *R. blanda*, *R. foliolosa*, and *R. pisocarpa*.

**DISCUSSION**

**Comparison of the Methods**

Although many approaches can be considered for measuring branch support for species trees obtained by gene tree parsimony, only 4 were evaluated here. These methods were selected either to determine whether common approaches used for gene tree analyses are also appropriate for measuring branch support on species phylogenies, or because they were the ones that are expected to be the most appropriate for empirical data sets that usually consist of only a few genes. For instance, gene tree bootstrapping (Burleigh et al. 2006) was not considered here because, when only a small number of genes are sampled, the number of possible combinations is small (for 3 data sets, there are only 9
possible combinations) and its efficiency is expected to be limited.

The results showed that among the bootstrap procedures, bootstrapping both lineages and characters (BLC) together resulted in lower Type I and II error than bootstrapping either only lineages (BL) or only characters (BC). If we consider species tree analyses as a 2-step procedure (estimation of gene trees followed by the species tree reconstruction), the results suggest that assessing the uncertainty at both levels of analysis gives better results than taking only one of these into account. It also further reinforces the difference between gene tree and species tree analyses and suggests that the standard nonparametric bootstrap is not a very effective method for estimating branch support of species trees derived from multiple gene trees. Although these results were obtained in a gene tree parsimony framework, the importance of accounting for the uncertainty...
Interpretation of support values in empirical studies

Despite difficulties in comparing results obtained from simulations with those from empirical studies, the threshold values for obtaining a Type I error rate of 5% on the star phylogeny simulations give useful guidelines in interpreting results from real data sets. Whenever a support value above such a threshold is obtained for a branch, one might conclude that it is well supported by the data. Again, it is probably dangerous to interpret this as an indication of accuracy. The simulations suggested that these thresholds were 98% for BL, 100% for BC, 93% for BLC, and 66% for PPGTS. These values are conservative, as they assume a star topology, an improbable pattern in nature. In fact, considerably lower support values were obtained for false branches with bifurcating species trees, even when the species topology was challenging, such as with the asymmetric tree with short internal edges. Yet, because of the simplicity of the simulations performed here (small range of parameters covered, no population structure within species, etc.), these values should be interpreted cautiously. Furthermore, undetected hybridization or the presence of other evolutionary events that are not modeled by gene tree parsimony and that could be present in empirical data sets could invalidate these results.

Application of methods to an empirical data set

Because simulation studies do not capture the full complexity present in empirical data sets, it is useful to compare the behavior of the methods using biological examples. The analysis of the eastern North American roses shows that the relationships present in a strict consensus of all most parsimonious trees (not shown) received considerable support (>50%). In contrast, the clades not supported by the strict consensus tree received very little support from all methods, suggesting that the data do not strongly support these relationships. All methods gave very similar support values for all groups, except for the group that consists of eastern _R. blanda_, _R. foliolosa_, _R. nitida_, and _R. palustris_, which received >79% support from BL, BC, and BLC but only 22% support from PPGTS. To a certain extent, this might be caused by differences in the way methods are implemented. Yet, the simulations performed here showed that the use of consensus trees or the choice of a parsimony criterion for reconstructing gene trees cannot account for the discrepancies obtained between PPGTS and the other methods. Clearly, the differences observed between the results from simulations and those from the rose example also illustrate the need for evaluating the resampling methods using more complex simulation schemes and more empirical data sets in order to better understand their behaviors. Nevertheless, this empirical example shows that support values obtained with all resampling methods are useful for interpreting results from species tree searches.

Limits to the BL approach

The results suggest that BL is a worthwhile approach to consider for evaluating branch support of species phylogenies. But this might not always be the case. With the current simulation settings, the terminal branches of the species trees were relatively short in coalescent units. This means that several sequences will not coalesce within the species lineage and that coalescent events will occur along internal branches of the species tree, leading to incongruent gene trees. When this happens, sampling more alleles per species increases dramatically the chance of sampling more ancestral lineages, that is, lineages that were present at species formation. Because different ancestral lineages represent independent assessments of species relationships (Maddison and Knowles 2006), sampling more ancestral lineages is likely to result in better phylogenetic accuracy. This explains the relevance of BL within species because different samples of lineages may support different species trees. It also explains why sampling more sequences (individuals) per species increases support values for true branches. Indeed, the results showed that for an equivalent amount of data (in terms of number of nucleotides) and with the present simulation settings, increasing the number of individuals yielded improvements in support values.
FIGURE 6. Representation of the 3 most-parsimonious species trees obtained by gene tree parsimony showing branch supports obtained with all 4 resampling methods for diploid eastern North American roses. Only the clade with ingroup species is shown; this clade received 100% support from all methods.
similar to those obtained when increasing the number of loci sampled (for further discussion on the relative advantage of sampling more alleles or more genes, see Rosenberg [2002] and Maddison and Knowles [2006]). In contrast, when the terminal branches of the species tree are very long (>1 coalescent units), species are expected to be monophyletic at most loci. In such situations, sampling more lineages will not provide more information for species tree reconstruction because it will not increase the number of ancestral lineages sampled. Consequently, BL in these situations is not expected to be an effective approach for evaluating branch support of species trees.

One easy way to determine if it is pertinent to BL for a given data set is simply to look at the gene trees. If species in gene trees are not reciprocally monophyletic, and therefore show several instances of incomplete lineage sorting, then the uncertainty involved in sampling lineages is likely to be important and should be taken into account when assessing branch support. Of course, to be able to detect nonmonophyletic species, more than 1 individual needs to be sequenced. We therefore strongly recommend sampling multiple individuals per species in empirical studies that aim at inferring species relationships, as this tends to give not only higher support values but also more accurate species trees (Maddison and Knowles 2006).

The BL procedure may have limited efficiency when few sequences are available per species, as it occurs for gene tree bootstrapping when there are only a few gene trees. Indeed, bootstrap methods are not expected to increase the number of ancestral lineages sampled. This has important implications for species tree reconstruction because it will not reflect the species tree for some combination of ancestral lineages. This problem occurs because in a population, symmetric gene trees are more likely than asymmetric ones. As such, if the species tree is asymmetric, there are some combinations of branch lengths that result in most likely gene trees that are incongruent with the species tree.

This has important implications for species tree reconstruction, as it means that branches found most often in an infinite number of gene trees might not represent the relationships of the true species tree. Until now, the anomaly zone of species trees has been characterized only for 4 (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006) and 5 (Rosenberg and Tao 2008) species, and only with a single sequence per species. If more alleles are sampled per species, the probability of a coalescent event along the branches of the species tree increases importantly, even along short internal branches. This means that with additional samples per species, the anomaly zone will be reduced for a given species tree. The results presented here support this because although, on the misleading topology with 1 sequence sampled per species, the support for false branches was greater than that for true branches, when 3 or more sequences were obtained per species, true branches were better supported. This suggests that with the “misleading” species tree scenario used here, sampling at least 3 sequences per species might be sufficient for this topology to escape the anomaly zone. However, the beneficial effect of increasing the number of individuals sampled within species will decrease as the time between speciation events increases. As discussed above, with longer terminal branches, there is more time for species to become monophyletic at most genes, and therefore, increasing the number of sequences sampled will not increase the sampling of ancestral lineages. This also implies that ancient rapid radiations are likely to be more difficult to recover than recent ones.

Using unrooted gene trees in the species tree search, as done here, necessarily reduces the difficulty of recovering the true species tree. Taking the misleading scenario as an example, using unrooted gene trees implies that gene tree ((a,b),(c,d)), which is congruent with the species tree, is identical with other gene trees such as ((a,b),(c,d)) that are incongruent with the species tree. Consequently, fewer gene trees are incongruent with the species tree. This tree search setting was chosen to mimic empirical studies in which it is often difficult to accurately position the root of a gene tree (Castelloe and Templeton 1994). Nevertheless, with the misleading scenario, the gene trees ((a,c),(b,d)) and ((a,d),(b,c)) remain incongruent with the congruent gene tree ((a,b),(c,d)) and are more likely than the latter. Thus, the asymmetric species tree used here remains misleading even when unrooted gene trees are used in the species tree search.

The present results show that it will be important to further characterize the anomaly zones for species trees.
with more than 1 sample per species to evaluate to what extent the anomaly zone can be reduced. This has important repercussions for understanding our ability to recover species trees in empirical studies.

Phylogeny of Diploid Roses in North America

The species tree analysis of the North American diploid roses confirmed certain relationships found in previous analyses but also highlighted the ambiguous position of some species that require further study in the future. An example of the former is the sister relationship between *R. nitida* and *R. palustris* that received moderate to strong support from all 4 methods, a relationship that was also found in previous studies (Joly and Bruneau 2006, 2007; Joly et al. 2006). Clearly, this relationship is unlikely to be challenged in the future. Another consistent finding is the sister position of *P. gymnacarpa* to the other North American species (Joly and Bruneau 2006). In contrast, the phylogenetic positions of *P. blanda*, *P. foliolosa*, and *P. pisocarpa* are a source of confusion.

Because most species tree approaches have been developed recently, additional studies are needed to improve and test them and to determine the most appropriate methods for measuring the amount of uncertainty surrounding the species tree inference. Although full Bayesian methods were previously available for measuring branch support of species trees, this study provides useful guidelines for the development of effective methods applicable in a parsimony or likelihood framework. The present study is far from being comprehensive for evaluating the accuracy of species trees, but we hope that it will stimulate further studies to improve the quality of phylogenies obtained with species tree approaches.
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